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月周辺で観測される広帯域磁場擾乱の観測条件と生成過程について
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Broadband magnetic fluctuations in the frequency range up to ˜10 Hz have been reported near the Moon. Halekas et al. [2008]
pointed out a close association of the waves with electron energization near the Moon. Nakagawa et al. [2011] suggested that
they are whistler-mode waves associated with scattered protons in various directions from the lunar surface. Tsugawa et al.
[2012] performed statistical analyses, which indicate a clear correlation between the intense waves and the lunar crustal magnetic
anomalies. However, their generation processes have not been clarified yet.

In the present study, we investigate the conditions to observe the waves, such as the solar wind parameters, ambient magnetic
field direction, and velocity distributions of particles reflected from the Moon, using dataset of MAP-Kaguya in order to reveal
the generation processes. The results indicate that the essential conditions to observe the waves are the connection between the
Kaguya and the lunar surface by the magnetic field as well as the presence of ions considerably reflected from the Moon. The
latter condition is satisfied mostly above the magnetic anomalies in a typical solar wind condition and also above unmagnetized
surface under the fast and dense solar wind condition. Since the ions have no preferred direction to the magnetic field at Kaguya’s
position and the electrons are isotropically energized, the waves possibly propagate from altitudes lower than Kaguya’s position
along the magnetic field and energize the electrons. We suggest that the perpendicular component of the relative velocity between
reflected ions and electrons with respect to the ambient magnetic field line drives an instability generating whistler-mode waves
in the frequency range around the lower hybrid resonance frequency, which is relevant to the regime of the modified two stream
instability.


